DUST
2019
WARSAW
PREVIEWS
In 2020 infantry squad boxes will give you options!

1 Leader

3 Troopers

3 Specialists
ALLIES
HEAVY RANGERS
HEADQUARTERS
USMC COMMAND TRUCK
ALLIES
LVT FAMILY
ALLIES
LVT FAMILY
ALLIES
LVT FAMILY
ALLIES
LVT FAMILY
ALLIES
WALKING PRIEST
TORTOISE
SUPER-HEAVY TANK
T28
SUPER-HEAVY TANK
BLACK MAMBA
GROUND-ATTACK AIRCRAFT
BLUTKREUZ
EXPERIMENT X33
LUFTWAFFE
X7 A/T MISSILE
E-TANKS
E10 TANK HUNTER
E-TANKS
E15 LASER TANK
E-TANKS
E15 KAZCHEN
E-TANKS
E50 MEDIUM TANK
E-TANKS
FLAMMSPANZER E15
E-TANKS

E100 SUPER HEAVY TANK

[Blueprint of a tank]
E-TANKS

E100 A/A VARIANT
E-TANKS LEOPARD
CTHULHU MYTHOS
AVATAR OF CTHULHU
CTHULHU MYTHOS
CULTIST GUARDS
CTHULHU MYTHOS
CULTIST GUARDS HMG
CTHULHU MYTHOS
DARK YOUNG
CTHULHU MYTHOS
DARK YOUNG
CTHULHU MYTHOS
DEEP ONES
REFINED VK
STASH+PALLETT

DUST
1947
SCENERY
Cthulhu
Altar & Idol
Dust 1947 Scenery
INDUSTRIAL VENTILATION SHAFT
INDUSTRIAL VENTILATION SHAFT
IJN/JAPAN
NINJA AR SQUAD
IJN/JAPAN

SUPER HEAVY WALKER
IJN/JAPAN RAILGUN E15
IJN/JAPAN RAILGUN E15
IJN/JAPAN
SMALL WEAPONS
IJN/JAPAN
Railgun Team
IJN/JAPAN ROBOTIC TROOPS
IJN/JAPAN
SUPER-HEAVY TANK
IJN/JAPAN AIRCRAFTS
MERCENARY
TITO DI MARINO & CREW
MERCENARY
JUSTINE & CO.6
FULL PLASTIC SQUAD
MERCENARY HEADQUARTERS
MERCENARY
SUPPORT WEAPONS
MERCENARY RAILGUN DUO
MERCENARY ESCAVATOR
MERCENARY
LIGHT VEHICLES
MERCENARY
BARKING LUTHER
MERCENARY
POWER LIFTER
SAHARIANA
DEsert truck
AS-43 + SAHARIANA
PROTOTYPES!
PLA
HEADQUARTERS
PLA
INDOCHINA VOLUNTEERS
FULL OPTIONS SQUAD
CARRIER II
ANATOLY/ALEKSEI
NADYA (AERO)
SSU/PLA
AERO KV47
NEW CONFIGURATIONS
SSU/PLA
PT-47
NEW CONFIGURATIONS
SSU/PLA
PT-47
NEW CONFIGURATIONS
SSU
KARL KOWALSKI
SSU S4 ASSAULT HERO
SSU
KOWALSKI’S MARAUDERS
SSU S4 ASSAULT SQUAD

LEADER  TROOPER  HERO  TROOPER
YAK-23/47 INTERCEPTOR
VRILL VALKYRIES
VRILL GRAYS
VRILL GRAYS
VRILL
HEAVY TROOPS
VRILL
FLYING VESPAS